INTRODUCTION
The group of works that I am presenting as my Master of Fine Arts thesis exhibition is a selection of my best work from the past three years. It is made up of two different artistic forms: fairly small sculptures comprised of aluminum channel and plexiglas, on the one hand, and lithographs and watercolors, on the other.
These two different forms do not necessarily represent disparate ways of working. Indeed I will show that there are significant similarities despite obvious differences in the media involved. When I talk about the lithographs later in this paper, I will explore the issues of the interconnections. Specifically I will comment on the emotional responses these two forms evoke.
What is most significant to my thesis is the importance of the sculpture. Clearly any discussion of my work must focus upon and emphasize not only the created work but also, more importantly, the process underlying these ways of working. Another consideration is the overall impression the total installation makes on the viewer. I feel these twoand three-dimensional ways of workingenhanceeach other, especially since color plays such an important part in both.
THE SCULPTURES: CONCEPTUAL NOTES
The content of the sculptures is very abstract and very formal. Pure forms are to be appreciated in their own right.
The interaction of these forms with each other and the way they change with time are of great importance. Thus the key concept upon which the sculptures are based is that they are not static, but rather kinetic.
There are, in fact, two somewhat separate concepts implicit here within the overall idea of the kinetic. One idea is that colored shapes can actually be seen to be moving, enlargening or diminishing as volumes fill or empty.
The other is that the sculpture is different at various times:
indeed when the viewer returns to it it has changed, perhaps only slightly or perhaps a great deal.
The sculptures are made up of volumes or chambers capable of holding liquids, which in turn have different colors.
Rather than merely being stationary within the volumes, the liquids can be moved around by means of tubing and pumps.
The liquids within the volumes make shapes smaller than the volumes themselves. Hence these shapes change as the liquids move.
It is also intended that there be some degree of separation or distance between these variously colored volumes so that there is some feeling of space within the piece itself; in other words, that small slabs of color are positioned at various points within a space that is the domain of the sculpture. A related concept is that these colored volumes are also transparent. If this is the case, then one volume can be perceived through another. In fact, the visual effect of the volumes can be heightened as their colors add.
The simplest volumes that can be made are rectangular.
Or perhaps I should say the simplest use of materials in f abricating volumes leads to rectangular ones. It is possible, however, to introduce a tilted or diagonal line, either on the outside edge of a volume with a trapizoidal shape resulting, or within a volume itself, so that more than one shape is formed by the liquid. This off-vertical line does, in fact, begin to give the sculptures something more in common with the two-dimensional work in the thesis project.
This idea I'll elucidate a bit more farther on in the paper. During my first year in the program a much larger piece was done which relied on the same principles as the earlier, smaller pieces. Three chambers, 42 inches high, were placed one behind another and were connected by tubing to a set of rotating chambers attached to the wall.
At the end of the first year when I defended my thesis proposal, members of the conunittee raised questions about the tubing which hung--one might say dangled--between the two sets of chambers. One set was the primary part of the sculpture and was placed on the stand and the other set rotated about an axis on the wall nearby. The manner in which this tubing hung varied, of course, with the position of the wall piece and had a certain randomness or uncontrolled quality to it. Also, with all these pieces it was understood that the viewer would manually rotate the set of chambers on the wall; indeed, a handle was provided for that purpose. Of course I had no way of knowing about or controlling the manner in which the viewer would interact with or activate the pieces, and to this point there was some concern expressed as well. At this point I had the idea of using oil rather than water as the liquid which moved up and down in the chambers.
I realized that the range of colors I would work with would probably be severely limited, since motor oils, transmission conceived witn a pump and timer in mind (Fig. 1 ). In this piece I also evolved the concept of just pne rectangular set of larger aluminum channel forming the fr~ework for severa~ cha~bers, identical except for their thickness, and positioned directly behind one another, all held together and in place by the sections of channel. I envisioned one timer and one pump, thus one color. The oil would flow from one chamber to another through little holes hidden at the sides of the piece behind the edge of the channel, and bhere would be some color change due to the differences in ·the thickness of each chamber (actually value change which, in transparent materials, results in a degree of color change).
I found, however, that the correct installation of the pump and timer and all the other apparatus, tubing, fittings, a valve, wiring, etc., was no small feat. I wanted a system that could be partly dismantled when the sculpture was moved and then be put back together again and function. And it was imperative that there be no leakage of the oil.
I also felt I could reasonably expect these sculptures to operate for years if sufficient care was taken in their planning and construction. In other words, a certain standard of "engineering" quality was necessary in order to allow them a fairly long lifetime of operation. I mention the following be pulled out, for-ir.fstance dtirii).g~ th'e removal of the sculpture from it~ .. s'tan~. re•!:ttl~t~ i$' qj.l flowing between the rubb,er seal arld tl1e t:han~~l: an-a. eventually leaking out onto the ba.s~. Tij.ere is a f ai:r;-ly obvlou;;. way to insure that this does not happen. I used a piece of tubing with a flared end or flange instead of an ordinary piece of tubing;
and I found it was necessary to insert it in~o the rubber seal from the inside of the sculpture before the pieces of plexiglas and rubber are assembled within the aluminum channel.
The two earliest pieces in the thesis project were, in a sense, conceived of as a pair or as companion pieces (Figs. 2-3 ). The idea was that both pieces would each have four chambers. Eight chambers were constructed, with the objective that there be considerable variety among them.
Hence some were quite broad, some were as narrow as could feasibly be constructed, and some were of a size in-between.
Two chambers were made trapizoidal in shape, that is, one of the sides was inclined inward from the vertical. There was a different angle of inclination for the two as well. Once the eight chambers were constructed, I began to arrange them into two sets or sculptures, each with three rows. At this point I was composing the ·sculpture out of shapes already made. Many possibilities were considered and of course I needed a good solution for both of the sets at the same time.
The two simultaneous solutions I liked best perhaps could not have been anticipated while constructing the volumes Figure 3 themselves: the two trapizoidal shapes were placed in the same piece and the broadest and thinnest volumes were also put together in the other piece. This solution seemed to provide the most variety, seemed to be the most exciting and visually challenging arrangement.
Another idea came to me about this time but it was several months before I saw the idea through to a state of completion. The idea was that instead of making the usual volume of a rectangular shape one could place two volumes, two rectangles, one above the other vertically within the overall shape (Fig. 4) . In order to raise and lower the oil in the upper volume, small plastic tubing would have to Another development in the progression of my sculptural ideas now merits discussion. I have mentioned the piece which had the leakage problem, the piece which was constructed out of a single set of larger channel, with three chambers formed by four pieces of plexiglas of the same size (see Fig. 1 ). The chambers were exactly the same except for their thickness, and it would be difficult for a viewer to tell how many of them there were and how thick they were, until they had oil in them. As the oil rose up in the thicker center chamber, the level in the thinner outer I was pleased with these results, for now there was both a triangular shape and rectangular areas. There was also an aesthetically delightful quality in the way the triangle filled with oil. It seemed that the sculpture, which was very simple before, now had an appropriate degree of complexity to it.
I realized that there were many, many ways I could make shapes, within the rectangular aluminum format, that would hold or exclude the oil as it moved up and down. I felt I should make another piece, exploring these possibilities. I was mildly exuberant, for I realized that even if I made quite a number of pieces I would still be exploring possibilities.
In any event, the fifth piece in the project was such a piece, broader than the sculpture described above, and more complex in the nature of the shapes and the way the oil moved between them (Fig. 9 ). At this point I would like to mention that these sculptures have an undeniable frontal quality. Still, the views as one moves around them to the side can give a fair degree of interest. The end view certainly is the least interesting, and might be described as austere or very simple. In a sense, to work with color and to place colored planes one in front of another demands this frontality. That is, to limit the complexity in the pieces enough so that I am more or less in control of what happens visually leads me to place the volumes· parallel to one another, which in turn gives rise to the frontal quality. Perhaps at a later date when I have more thoroughly mastered this way of working I will be able to place volumes at other angles so that the pieces will not have such a definite sense of "front."
The stands have a double function: they raise the sculptures to viewing height and they contain pumps, timers, wiring, etc. Also, the sculptures must be far enough from the wall so that they do not cast a shadow on it as this would darken their color and produce a confusing situation visually. As well, a very real problem is where to put these pumps and timers. They have solved a set of problems as they have eliminated the set of auxiliary chambers and the dangling, swaying tubing, but now they must be housed They and all the other elements of the natural world, the world of the woods, form a complex spacial arrangement of extreme beauty and subtle movement. To approximate this world, or a small part of it, in a work of art, or to respond to it somehow, seems a reasonable goal or perhaps a compelling one.
With these kinds of sources of inspiration the producing of works of art can take many forms. My aim has been to capture something of the delicacy, transparency, and spacial density of small forms as well as the rather random structure of leaves on trees and bushes, and even undulations, perhaps only sensed, in the ground itself, all visual phenomena of an untended natural environment.
LITHOGRAPHY AND WATERCOLOR
Lithography has turned out to be a w~y of working that allows me to realize some of these aspirations concerning the natural world (Figs. 10-19 ). It is possible to draw on the aluminum plates in a very spontaneous, inunediate way. This is also true in the application of tusche washes, strokes or blobs of varying value and shape. It is further possible to overlay press runs of different colors, so that quite a great deal of color results, with some effect of transparency and spacial density asthevarious strokes or marks cluster together and overlap. In the prints I have trieq to let a certain amount of randomness enter in, to let the print grow on its own, somewhat uncontrolled; I do not usually know the effect of a certain plate on the print itself until I have printed it. It is intended that the haphazard, invigorated strokes hover and dance in a way that corresponds to multicolored leaves densely arrayed on branches.
My involvement with lithograpy as a way to respond to the natural world then brought about a revitalization of an interest in watercolor that was years old .
Watercolor is, of course, a more direct medium than lithography.
It is possible to have a finished piece after a couple of hours' work. This in itself is truly refreshing after one has worked months on a sculpture and still does not have it functioning properly. While results come quickly with watercolor these results tend more readily to have an impressionist The transparent shapes overlay, the colors intensify and add.
But the use of color is restrained, perhaps only two colors per sculpture, with their resulting additive colors.
As one moves around the sculpture the vertical lines of the channel shift relative to each other, the parallax effect, maki~g other shapes. Kineticism comes about, but not unlike that which is usual for all sculpture.
The oil rises and falls slowly, almost imperceptibly at times, in the chambers. Again there is a sense of control, restraint, quiet undulation. The quality of the kinetic is important. The oil is seen to be moving as one watches the sculpture, but it is more important that the sculpture is The quality of light these pieces have, due to their reflective surfaces and their transparencies, is a significant aspect of them, and, I hope, leads to a spirit of contemplation. They may be likened to a pleasant spacing of thoughts within an unhurried context.' While they appear visually as pure abstract form, they might arouse emotions, perhaps unspecified, or might give rise to intense feelings within an overall condition of calmness.
